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Walking tour
San Sebastián
TOUR SNAPSHOT
We will walk through the historical circuit of San Sebastian with its worldwide
known Bay, La Concha. However, San Sebastian it´s a lot more: History, architectural
heritage and culture.
We will discover emblematic hidden corners as the Miramar Palace gardens, the old
casino - which is the present Town Hall, the Maria Cristina Hotel and the Victoria
Eugenia Theatre- venues of the famous San Sebastian International Film Festival;
the Kursaal Congress Palace, a gastronomic reference worldwide and the Old Town,
heart and soul of this noble and beautiful city.

TOUR DETAILS
2 hours PRIVATE walking tour
Meeting point: The lobby of the Hotel de Londres y de Inglaterra
If you choose the option with a driver, you will visit the panoramic of the city from
Igueldo Mountain, The Comb of the Wind and the Palace of Miramar.

For bookings and further information, please write to
info@discoversansebastian.com

Pintxo
Tour
TOUR SNAPSHOT
Discover with us the flavors of the best Pintxos in San Sebastian and their great difference with
tapas. San Sebastián (known as Donostia in Basque) is a city renowned worldwide for its
gastronomic tradition. Without doubt the unrivalled “Star” and featured in every bar is the
Pintxo. The picturesque old town (Parte Vieja) is completely packed with Pintxos bars — so
many that knowing where to go and what to order can be completely overwhelming.
We will take you to the very finest Pintxos bars that visitors are unlikely to discover on their own
and we will suggest the best Pintxos in each bar and the most suitable drink to accompany it,
chosen from Cider, Txakoli (Basque white wine) or red wine. From our meeting point we will
visit the Old Town of San Sebastian where you will learn about Basque traditions and customs.
You will visit bars off the normal tourist trail, eating and drinking like locals do. Enjoy knowing
the anecdotes of our city and how we relate when we go out to eat at the Pintxos bars; it is a
way to socializing as well as a philosophy of life. We will be able to taste 5 Pintxos and 5 drinks in
the bars to which we will go accompanied and advised by one of our guides.

TOUR DETAILS
PRICE € 125 per person
START – 12am or 7pm (3 hours)
This tour includes 5 Pintxos and 5 drinks
selected by the guide.
Meeting point: Taxi Rank at Alameda
del Boulevard, 27

For bookings and PRIVATE tours,
please write to
info@discoversansebastian.com
Mention your booking number
and you will enjoy a 10% discount

Walking and
Pintxo Tour
TOUR SNAPSHOT
Before discovering and tasting the variety of the best Pintxos in the city, we are
going to learn the history and customs of San Sebastian.
In an hour and a half, we will visit the most important places and understand how
we move in our beloved Donostia (that is how we called San Sebastian).
We will discover emblematic places such as the City Hall (the Old Casino), not
forgetting the María Cristina Hotel and the Victoria Eugenia Theatre, which are
venues of the famous San Sebastian International Film Festival; the Kursaal
Congress Palace, which is a gastronomic reference worldwide. We cannot forget,
our heart and soul of this noble and beautiful city: the old town.
After this visit, we will start with the Pintxos tour to taste the flavours and colours of
these delicacies of San Sebastian.
Each Pintxos private tour will be unique since your guide will decide the route that
will take that day.

TOUR DETAILS
PRICE € 165 per person
START – 10:30am or 5:30pm (4:30 hrs)
This tour includes a walking tour
in the city, visit the market (if it is
opened) and 5 Pintxos and 5 drinks
selected by the guide.
Meeting point: The lobby of the
Hotel de Londres y de Inglaterra

For bookings and PRIVATE tours,
please write to
info@discoversansebastian.com
Mention your booking number
and you will enjoy a 10% discount

ESKERNE FALCON
Discover San Sebastian
Born in San Sebastian, Eskerne left her beloved city in 1994 to further her studies in USA,
attending Binghamton NY University. Eskerne returned to San Sebastian in 1999 and worked in
a variety of positions including being manager of an award-winning family hotel in San
Sebastian and holding senior managerial positions with 2 restaurant /food producer trade
associations.
2008 saw Eskerne play a key role in the city’s bid to be awarded the honour of San Sebastian
becoming the European Capital of Culture for 2016. The bid ultimately proved successful and
the city looks forward to greater recognition within the European Community.
In 2017 she finished her studies in the first promotion of the Master in Gastronomic Tourism,
given by the prestigious University of Gastronomy of the Basque Country, the Basque Culinary
Center. She got her degree with her project: Donostia tourist promotion in Australia.
Honorary member of the “Les Clefs D´Or”, she got the recognition of Luxury Travel Guide
Awards and Travel and Hospitality Award winner: Destination Specialist of the Year 2017,
Culinary Experience 2018, Tour Company of the Year 2018, Culinary Tour Operator of the YearSan Sebastian-Donostia-Spain 2019 and Tour Company of the Year in Basque Country 2020.
She has also been mentioned in international magazines and food blogs: Forbes, The Times,
Herald Sun, National Geographic, Robb Report, Take 5, The Telegraph, Independent, Out of town
blog, The travel expert and many others…
#1 on Tripadivsor 2018-2019-2020-2021-2022, her unrivalled experience in the world of
gastronomy and her worldwide culinary expertise makes her and her team the perfect guides
to show visitors the unique Basque city of San Sebastian, a city loved by its inhabitants and a
location without compare for food lovers from all over the world.

